CLEANING SERVICES
 Cleaning companies generally provide assistance with a range of
housekeeping tasks including laundry, bathroom/kitchen cleaning, and
vacuuming. Some companies will also provide assistance with window
and/or carpet cleaning. Be sure to ask if the company provides all
necessary cleaning supplies/equipment and if there is a minimum number
of hours required.
 The companies listed below are not individuals or agencies that cater
exclusively to seniors. If you would like to work with an agency
whose primary customer base is seniors, please refer to the “Home
Care Services”. Additional resources are also listed for “Clutter
Management”.
 All businesses listed provide services to Brookline and will provide
references upon request.
If you would like more information, please contact:


Fabiana’s Cleaning Service
617-922-2097
The company can provide all supplies for fee but usually uses the client’s
supplies. Cleaning services are offered on a one-time, daily, bi-weekly, or
monthly basis. Rates vary. Free estimates are available.



Houseworks
617-928-1010
Contact: Bob Severino
www.house-works.com
Heavy chore services: Normally $75/hour with a two hour minimum, but
mention Brookline Senior Center and it is only $60/hour
Handyman services: Normally $85 per hour with a two hour minimum, but
mention Brookline Senior Center and it is only $75/hour. Homemaking and
PCA services are also available.



Minute Women, Inc.(Lexington)
781-862-3300
Company provides all supplies for one-time cleaning. Rates are as follows:
one-time cleaning is $55 per hour with a 3-hour minimum required.
Scheduled weekly or biweekly cleaning is $35 per hour with a 3-hour
minimum. Scheduled monthly cleaning is $40 per hour with a 3-hour
minimum.
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Nice View Cleaning (Framingham)
617-645-9268
Services include window cleaning, painting, installation/cleaning of
gutters, and garage/basement clean-outs. Cleaning services are available
on a one-time and regularly scheduled basis. Rates vary. Free estimates
are available.



Service Master

800-783-0552
www.svmgilmore.com
Disaster restoration services only (i.e., fire, mold, water damage, etc.).
Rates vary.



Teresa’s Housecleaning
781-449-7281
Offer cleaning services on a one-time, weekly, and bi-weekly basis. Rates
vary. Free estimates are available.



The Maids
617-969-1525
Company provides all supplies/equipment. One-time cleaning rate for a
three to four person team is $172 per hour. Regularly scheduled cleaning
rates vary depending on the size of home, including number of rooms,
pets, and frequency of service.



The Needham Cleaning Ladies
781-449-6552
One-time OR first time cleaning is $85 per hour. A fixed rate is then
offered for regularly scheduled cleaning services. Company will provide
supplies/equipment to seniors upon request.
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